
Artist Statement 

After Words is an interactive installation in which basic units of speech puncture the space, interrupting 
and overlapping yet remaining untied to any specific language. Inspired by early failed speech 
synthesizers that could only emit syllables, consonants, and vowels, these structures house small circuit 
boards which trigger files at random to play with language’s most basic building blocks. Each sound 
gestures towards a desire for language, but forecloses the possibility of meaning. The sounds question 
logic, embrace nonsense, and untether voice from language.  

Most of my childhood was spent growing up between cultures, often occupying hybrid linguistic spaces. 
For me, words were alive and elusive, a source of both connection and frustration. Raised in constant 
movement, my identity was tied more to people than place. From my mother’s side of the family where 
Spanish and learning took precedence, to my father’s side where English and computer parts filled the 
household. It’s this combination that fostered my genuine curiosity in the ways we understand words and 
acquire knowledge, undoubtedly shaping our perceptions of the world. 

The positioning of the pseudo-speaking structures is intentional, each subtly different in shape and size 
to preclude a singular, authoritative tone. As several participants activate the space simultaneously, the 
dimensions of the objects and their arrangement choreograph the movement of bodies and the user’s 
inhabitation. By engaging the viewer physically, language becomes tied to the body. The act of blowing 
into any of the four stands encourages the viewer to feel the continuum between breath, sound, and 
language. Sculpturally, the merging of warm, hand-built structures and human voice reveals the 
connection between human and machine and how they both make meaning through systems. The 
components of the structures remain deliberately exposed to the viewer, to further remove this 
boundary. Each box holds a finite number of speech sounds, inevitably resulting in fragmented and 
failed attempts at communicating a clear message. This brings attention to the limits within linguistic 
structures, while also asking what might be communicated solely through tone and intonation. In the 
background, the sound of a book being flipped through places emphasis on a tangible experience of 
language without words. 

By using these machines to rearrange sounds of language and incorporating my personal experience, 
I’m questioning the logic behind systems of knowledge that are often invisible and deeply integrated into 
our everyday lives. It is my hope that by reducing language to its most fundamental parts, their sounds 
start to make sense by themselves – another kind of sense than words do.  




